With the frequent civil and commercial transactions between China and Africa, more and more legal disputes arose as a result. Currently the civil and commercial disputes are mainly the contractual disputes, letter of credit or guarantee disputes, labor disputes, marine disputes and delictual disputes. These disputes often occur in the African countries and are often settled in African courts or arbitral institutions. Under the current legal systems and legal traditions in many African countries and in China, it is more preferable to settle such disputes through arbitration instead of through litigation for the Chinese parties as well as for the African parties doing business in China.
INTRODUCTION
China is the largest developing country and Africa is the continent that has the largest numbers of the developing countries in the world, they have great potential in cooperation with the strong complementarity in their economy. As a result, the civil and commercial transactions On the other hand, more and more African enterprises and persons came to China to exploit the booming business opportunity, and by the end of 2009, the investment from Africa to China was US$9.93 billion. 1 In Zhejiang Province---a province in the east of China which has close business relations with Africa---463 enterprises were established by the investors from Africa in 2010. 2 Nearly 400 trading agencies have been set up by the African people in Yiwu, a city in Zhejiang Province well-known for its small commodities, over 1000 African people working there. In Guangzhou, another city in the south of China, more than 80,000 African people are pursuing their fortune there.
With the fast development of business relations between both sides in recent years, the civil and commercial communications between both sides become more and more frequent, as can be seen from above, having resulted in large amounts of disputes. Whether the disputes can be settled efficiently, effectively and reasonably will have a great impact on the development of business relations. The author will first analyze the types of such disputes, and then will probe their features; finally, the author will propose the way to settle such disputes.
THE TYPES OF THE DISPUTES ARISING FROM CHINA-AFRICAN CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL RELATIONS
The author has collected many judgments rendered by the Southern African courts involving the Chinese parties and the judgments involving the African parties rendered by the Chinese 1 The White Paper on the China-African Business Relationship (2010). courts, and the author has also given some legal advice to the Chinese parties doing business in Africa and to the African parties doing business in China. Additionally, the author has once designed a questionnaire about the legal issues relating to doing business in Africa and received some feedbacks from the Chinese enterprises doing business in Africa. Based on the judgments and feedbacks from the questionnaire, the legal disputes arising from China-African civil and commercial transactions can be classified into the following main categories:
Contractual disputes
This is the main type of the disputes in the China-African civil and commercial transactions.
Six disputes arose from the performance of contract among the over 30 cases collected and advised on. According to the feedbacks from the questionnaire, the disputes that the Chinese enterprises encountered in Africa are also mainly contractual ones. While in the contractual disputes, the disputes arising from the sales contract and investment contract rank on the top due to the fact that the China-African business transactions involve mainly the sales of goods and in the 89 cases, the number of the cases involving the Chinese parties (11%) is just below that involving the German parties (12%). 
Disputes from the letter of credit or the letter of guarantee
Letter of credit and the letter of guarantee or the standby letter of credit is widely used in the business world. Payment by the letter of credit is often stipulated in the sales contracts between the Chinese and the African parties, while in the project contracts between both sides the African party usually requires the Chinese party to provide the guarantee for the advance payment and for the performance issued by the banks. Therefore, the disputes relating to the acceptance or the payment of the letter of credit or letter of guarantee will occasionally arise. 
Labor disputes
Labor disputes are the most headache issues for the Chinese enterprises doing business in Africa. In the examined judgments made by the Southern African courts, 9 judgments involve the labor disputes, 6 judgments were rendered by the court of Lesotho 5 and the other 3 judgments were rendered by the courts of Zimbabwe, 6 Malawi 7 and Botswana 8 , respectively.
Most of the disputes resulted from the Chinese companies' non-abidance by the local strict labor laws, which should arose the attention from the relevant Chinese governmental institutions. 
Marine Disputes

Family issues
The rapid development of the civil and commercial communications between China and As can be seen from above, that the civil and commercial disputes arising from the China-African business relations cover very broad legal issues. By the way, it should be mentioned here that there are also some criminal and administrative judgments made by the Southern African courts with the Chinese person or enterprise as one of the parties, though they will not be discussed here.
THE FEATURES OF THE CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL DISPUTES ARISING FROM CHINA-AFRICAN BUSINESS RELATIONS
The following observations can be made about the civil and commercial disputes arising from 
3.4
The lack of the knowledge of each other's legal system between both parties will often cause the unnecessary delay of the settlement process.
Though China-African civil and commercial transactions increase so frequently in recent years, know what remedy can be resorted to immediately, or sometimes they will fear or worry to litigate or arbitrate in the other party's country, which will lead to the slow settlement process.
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The above analyses manifest a great unbalance in the China-African civil and commercial disputes, namely, most of the disputes originated in Africa, only a few of them occurred in
China. This fact signifies the need for the Chinese parties to learn about the legal systems relating to the adjudication of the foreign-related cases in African countries.
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE DISPUTES BETWEEN CHINESE AND AFRICAN PARTIES
The adjudication of the foreign-related civil and commercial disputes is more complicated than the adjudication of the purely domestic civil and commercial disputes and they are also mainly their laws to respond to the frequent transnational civil and commercial intercourses, but due to some technical reasons, the laws are inoperable. For example, the Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act 32 of 1988 in South Africa provides that this act only applies to the recognition and enforcement of the judgments from the countries designated in South African Gazettes, whereas only Namibia is designated in the Gazette.
Third, the development of the rules dealing with the international civil and commercial litigation in some African countries is insulated from the international legal development.
Nowadays, most countries permit the litigants to choose by agreement to litigate their disputes in a country which has no connections with the dispute, but the jurisdictional rules established in South Africa is, the South African court is incompetent to decide a dispute if the cause of action did not arise in South Africa, even if the foreign plaintiff and the foreign defendant have expressly agreed in their contract that the dispute should be settled in the South African court.
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And the last problem remains is that many conflict of laws issues are still waiting to be settled in Africa. After having examined over 300 judgments decided or reported in 13 Anglophone
African countries from 1997 to 2007, An African private international law scholar pointed out that many uncertainties existed in many aspects in this field, which need to be developed by legislation or case law in future. 29 The aspects include the choice of law in contract and tort, jurisdiction over activities on the Internet, and private international law problems arising from trust and intellectual property. From the forgoing brief analysis of the dispute settlement mechanism in Africa, we can see that the laws in relation to foreign litigation in many African countries remain unsystematic, isolated from international development, and unsettled in many issues. There is another challenge for those who intend to litigate in African courts that the materials on international litigation in African countries are hardly accessible except those in South Africa. Therefore, the author proposes that arbitration should be the best option for the settlement of such disputes and a detailed analysis of the feasibility and construction of such a dispute settlement mechanism will be included in the author's another article in the forthcoming Journal of African Law. 
